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NONSTANDARD THEORY OF ZARISKI RINGS1

LOREN C LARSON

Abstract. Let *R be an enlargement (in the sense of A. Robin-

son) of a Zariski ring (R, A), let p. be the monad of zero in *R when

R is given the ^4-adic topology and set R» equal to the quotient

ring *R/p. It is shown that (R, Rf) is a flat couple, and i?„ is

Noetherian if and only if it is semilocal. Furthermore, if R is semi-

local and A is the (Jacobson) radical then Rh is semilocal, with the

same number of maximal ideals and the same (Krull) dimension

asR.

1. Introduction. Given a ring R with identity, an P-module M,

and an ideal A of R such that n"=0 A"= (0) and n„M_0 AnM= (0), we

may make R (resp. M) into a topological ring (P-module) by adopt-

ing {^n|w = l, 2, • • ■ } (resp. {^4"JU| » = 1, 2, • • • }) as a funda-

mental system of neighborhoods of zero. This topology is referred to

as the 4-adic topology; it is a metric topology and we shall denote the

completions of P and M with respect to its ^4-adic topology by P*

and M* respectively. If R is Noetherian and each of its ideals is

closed in its ^4-adic topology, then P is called a Zariski ring with re-

spect to A and we shall write (P, A) is a Zariski ring. If P is No-

etherian, then (P, A) is a Zariski ring if and only if A is contained in

its (Jacobson) radical. Noetherian rings having only a finite num-

ber of maximal ideals are called semilocal rings. We shall write (P;

Pi, • • • , Pk) is a semilocal ring when P is a semilocal ring and

Pi, ■ • ■ , Pk are its maximal ideals.

In this paper we investigate an extension PM of P whose construc-

tion is familiar to those acquainted with nonstandard analysis and

its application to topology and algebra (e.g. [3], [4], [6], [7], [8],

[9]). More specifically, PM= *R/ß where p is the monad of zero when

R is given the ^4-adic topology. Both P and P* are contained in R^,

so as a guide to this study we look for analogues to theorems relating

P to R*. Two of the deepest of these are that if (P, A) is a Zariski
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ring, then (P*, AR*) is a Zariski ring and (P, R*) is a flat couple.

(This definition is due to J. P. Serre [2, p. 84]; we mean here that P

and R* are rings with a common identity, P* contains P and is a

flat P-module, and BR*i~}R = B for every ideal B oí R.) These results

are sufficient to prove that the (Krull) dimensions of P and R* are

equal and a number of "lying over" type relationships between the

ideal structures of R and R*. In the next section, after presenting

necessary preliminary material, we prove that if (P, A) is a Zariski

ring, then (P, PM) is a flat couple. In general Rß is non-Noetherian

and for this reason (Rß, ^4P„) may fail to be a Zariski ring. So in the

last section we look for conditions on P and A which will make Rß

Noetherian. The main result of this section is that if A is the radical

of P, then P„ is Noetherian if and only if R is semilocal.

All rings considered are commutative rings with identity and all

modules are unital. The set of natural numbers will be denoted by 7.

2. Preliminaries; a flat couple. We will assume throughout this

section that (R, A) is a Zariski ring and M is a finitely generated R-

module. Recall then that f)neiAn = (0) and n„ej AnM =(0) [12, p.

262] and Mis Noetherian [ll, p. 158].

Suppose IL is a higher order structure which includes 7, R, M and

any other P-modules relevant to the discussion. Let *CU denote an

arbitrary but fixed enlargement of 11. (For the definition of enlarge-

ment see [7, p. 819] or [3, p. 14].) *M is a *P-module. If p and v

denote the intersection of all *(An) for all finite n and the union of

all *(^4n) for all infinite n respectively, then p = v [8, p. 447]; p is an

ideal of *R and we set PM equal to the quotient ring *R/p. We will

denote the natural homomorphism from *P to Rß by p. (Note that p

as an ideal and as a homomorphism depends on A for its definition,

but since all monads in this paper are computed from the .4-adic

topology on P, we will not include this in the notation.) R and P*

are contained in Rß [8, p. 447]; furthermore Rß = R* if and only if

R/An is finite for each w. (Sufficiency is proved in [8, p. 448]. If

P/^4n is infinite, it can be checked that p(aJ)^R*, where {c,-}<er is a

sequence of representatives from distinct cosets of A " in P, and w is

an infinite natural number.)

In a manner similar to that in the preceding paragraph, the inter-

section of all *(AnM) for finite « is a submodule of *M equal to the

union of all *(AnM) for infinite n. Even at the risk of confusion we

shall let p (resp. v) denote this submodule, and set Mß equal to the

quotient module *M/p. We will also denote the natural homomor-

phism from *M to Mß by p. The context should make it clear which

p is being used.
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A very useful result which is applied several times in the paper is

that if Q is an internal submodule of *M, then f\nei (Q+*(AnM))

= Q+p. Half of this equality is trivial. For the other half, let xEQ
+ *(AnM) for all finite w. Then xEQ+*(AwM) for some infinite

natural number w. But Q+*(AwM)CQ+p = Q+p.

It is easy to check that p(a)p(x) = p(ax) for aG*P, xE*M, is a

well-defined product that makes Mß into an PM-module. If N is an

P-submodule of M then p(*N) = (*N+p)/p is an P„-submodule

which we will denote by Nß. Be careful to note that in this context,

N„ does not mean *N/p' where p' is the intersection of all finite powers

of *(AnN). However, ^N/p'^N^^N,, ( = (*N+p)/p). To see this

it suffices to prove that *Nr\p=p' since (*N+p)/p^*N/(*NC\p);

that is, we must show that

*ní\ n *(AnM) = n *(n n (a*m)) = n *(a»n).
ngi nef ne/

But this latter equality follows as an application of the Artin-Rees

Lemma [5, p. 9]. Similarly, if B is an ideal of R we set Bli = p(*B).

We note that if A7, is a submodule of M then Nß = RliN; for sup-

pose that Xi, • • • , Xk generate N. If p(x)EN„ then x=y+z where

yG*A^, zEp and y = riXi+ • • • +rkxk for some riE*R- Thus p(x)

= p(ri)xi+ • ■ ■ +p(rk)xk where we have identified p(x() and »<

as usual. That is, Xi, • • • , Xjt also generate N,, as an P„-submodule.

An argument similar to that just given shows that if B is an ideal

of P and N a submodule of M then BNll = BliNlx = (BN)rL. Thus

AnMl¡.= (An)líMlí = (AlíYMll.= (A*)nMli = (A'lM)lí, so that ,4-adic, the

^4*-adic, the ^4,,-adic topologies on M„ coincide, and each agrees with

the 5-topology induced on M^ by the topology on M [6, p. 108].

Now suppose that M' is another P-module such that C\„gi AnM' = (0)

and that f:M-^M' is an P-homomorphism. Define /„ : iU„—»M¿<

(M'¿ = *(M')/p',p' = C\nBI*(A»M')) by fß(p(x)) =/*'(*/(*)) for xE*M.
It is straightforward to check that/,, is a well-defined P„-homomor-

phism.

Lemma. If M, M', and M" are finitely generated R-modules and

M-^>M'-^M" is an exact sequence of R-homomorphisms then Mj^tM^

^M'l" is an exact sequence of R^-homomorphisms.

Proof. Suppose /¿'(x)GKer g„. Then p"(*g(x))=0 so that

*g(x) Ep" = n„e7 *(AnM"). Let nEl be arbitrary but fixed. g(M') is a

submodule of M", hence by the Artin-Rees Lemma, there exists

mEI such that AmM"r\g(M')ÇLAng(M') =g(AnM') and therefore

*(AmM") r\ *g(*M') C *(g(A»M')) = *g(*(A»M')).
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It follows that *g(x)E*g(*(AnM')) so there exists x'E*(AnM') such

that *g(x) = *g(x') ; that is, *g(x-x') = 0. Therefore since *M%*(M')

%*(M") is exact, x-x'E*fi*M); that is xEx'+*fi*M)Q*fi*M)
+*iA»M') and p'(x)E(*f(*M)+p')/p'=fß(Mß). It follows that
Ker gMÇIm/M. The reverse inclusion is easy.    B

We make il7 ®Ä PM into an PM-module by defining ju(a)(x<S>/i(e))

= x®,u(aZ>) for a, bE*R, xEM. The preceding lemma can be used to

prove that Mß=M®R Rß; the proof is completely analogous to the

proof in [12, pp. 265-266] that M*^M®R R* so it will be omitted

here.

Theorem 1. If (R, A) is a Zariski ring then (R, Rß) is aflat couple.

Proof. P is a subring of Rß and they share a common identity. If

B is an ideal of P then it is easy to show that BRßi~\R = B since B is

closed in P. To show that P„ is a flat P-module, suppose that M and

M' are P-modules and f:M~^M' is an injective P-module homo-

morphism. It is sufficient to prove the result when M and M' are

finitely generated. By the preceding lemma, fß:Mß-^>M'ß> is an injec-

tive homomorphism. It is easily verified that

Mß      ->      Mß>

IPM  i <PM'   I

M ®r Rß-> M' ®B Rß

is commutative, where <pm, <Pm' are isomorphisms. Hence f®l is

injective.    B

It is known that flatness implies the following [2, pp. 83-84].

Corollary. If (P, ^4) is a Zariski ring, B is an ideal of R, and L and

N submodules of M, then
(i)  (Li\N)ß = (Lf\N)Rß = LRßr\NRß = LßC\Nß,

(ii) (N:B)ß = (N:B)Rß = NRß:BRß = Nß:Bß,
(iii) (L:N)ß = (L:N)Rß = LRß:NRß = Lß:Nß.

3. A Noetherian extension. Throughout this section A will denote

any ideal of P (not necessarily Zariski) such that fUer An= (0), and

the monad of zero in *P, p, will always be computed relative to this

A ; that is, Rß — *R/p, p = V\nei *(An). Rad R will denote the Jacobson

radical of P.

If ^4n = (0) for some «£7 then Rß=*R and elementary properties

of enlargements make it easy to show that Rß is Noetherian if and

only if R is Artinian (also if and only if Rß is Artinian).
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Theorem 2. If (R; Pu ■ ■ ■ , Pk) is a semilocal ring and A = Rad P,

then (Rß; (Pi)ß, • • • , (Pk)ß) is a semilocal ring.

Proof. For 1 £i£k, Pi a maximal ideal of P means that P,- is an

ideal and for every element a oí R not in P¿ there is an element b in

R such that ab — 1£P<. Interpreting this in the enlargement, we see

that *Pi must be a maximal ideal among all ideals (internal and

external) of *R. Since A ÇP,- it is easy to show that (Pi)ß 9iRß so that

the (Pi)ß are maximal ideals of Rß.

If Q is a maximal ideal of Rß then ju_1(Ç) is a maximal ideal of *R.

Since Pi, • • • , P* are finitely generated the standard and non-

standard meaning of the product *P\ • • ■ *Pk coincide, so we can

use the symbol without ambiguity. We have

*Pi ■ ■ ■ *Pkç*Pin • • • r.*pk = *(Pir\ ■ ■ -r\pk) = *(Radr).

But xERad P if and only if for every yER there is a zER such that

(1— xy)z=l. Interpreting this in the enlargement *P, we see that

*(Rad P) = Rad *P. It follows that *PX • • • *PkQRad *RQp~1iQ)
and since M-1((?) is prime, being maximal, *PiQp~1iQ) for some

i — l,---, k. But *Pi is a maximal ideal so *Pi = p~liQ) and it

follows that Q = iPi)ß. Hence (Pi)„, • • • , iPk)ß are the maximal ideals

of Rß and they are finitely generated.

We now have a ring P„ which Nagata calls a "semilocal ring which

may not be Noetherian" [5, p. 13]. To show it is Noetherian it only

remains to show that every finitely generated ideal of R„ is a closed

subset of Rß [5, p. 110]. So let Q be a finitely generated ideal of Rß;

say its generators are piai), ■ ■ ■ , piam), a(E*R, and let Q'

= *Rai+ ■ ■ ■ +*Ram (note that Q' is an internal ideal of *R). If

p(x)$Q then x^Q'+p = f)nei (Q' + *(An)). There is an nEI such

that x^Q'-\-*(An) and therefore x + *(An) does not intersect

Q'+*(An) or Q'+p. It follows that p(x) + (An)ß does not intersect Q

so that Q is closed.    H

Theorem 3. If Rß is Noetherian then Rß is semilocal.

Proof. If Rß is Noetherian then A is contained in only finitely

many maximal ideals of P. For suppose A is contained in infinitely

many distinct maximal ideals. Then for each nEI there is a strictly

increasing sequence of ideals of length n which includes A. Thus in

the enlargement there is a sequence of (internal) ideals of length w,

where w is an infinite natural number. The jit-image of these ideals

will give a standard infinite strictly increasing sequence of ideals in

Rß, contrary to Rß being Noetherian.
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So suppose that Pi, • ■ • , P* are the maximal ideals of P con-

taining A. (Pi)„, • • • , (Pk)» are maximal ideals of PM. Suppose Q

is a maximal ideal of PM; let p(a{), • • • , p(am) be its generators and

set Q' = *Rai+ • • • +*Ram- Since Q is maximal, Q'+p = p~1(Q) is a

maximal ideal among all ideals of *R. But Q'-t-m£(?/+*-<4 so either

*AQQ'+p or (3'+*^ = *P. But this latter alternative implies (since

Q' and *A are comaximal) that for every finite n, Q'+(*A)n = *R.

Hence *R = Ç)nei (Q'+*(An)) = Q'+p, a contradiction. Therefore

*^4Ç<2'+M = rWer (Q' + *(An)). Since this last intersection is not *P,

there is a finite «GJ such that *AQQ' + *(An)^*R. Now in P it is

true that for any m elements b\, ■ • ■ , bmoi R, if AÇRh+ • • • +Rbm

+An7¿R then each of the &,• (l^i^-m) belong to P¡ for some j,

lújúk, (since Pôi+ • • • +Rbk+A"QPj for some /). Interpreting

this sentence in *P, we have each of the a¿ in *P¡ for some /, 1 ̂ / ^ k.

It follows that Q'+p = *Pj+p and Q = (Pi)ft. Thus Pp is a semilocal
ring.    ■

The preceding theorems and their proofs imply the following.

Theorem 4. The following are equivalent for a Noetherian ring R

with A = Rad P.
(i) P is semilocal.

(ii) P„ is semilocal.

(iii)  (PM, ;4P„) is a Zariski ring.

(iv) P„ w Noetherian.

Remarks. Let (R; Pu • • • , Pk) be a semilocal ring and A = Rad P.

Since every ideal of P„ is finitely generated, every ideal of Rß is the

homomorphic image of an internal ideal of *P. Thus any sentence

about P and its ideals whose truth is preserved under homomorphic

images will remain true for P„ and its ideals. But Theorems 1 and 2

are sufficient to say even more about the ideal structures of R and

P„; for example, even though the lattice of ideals of P„ (strictly) con-

tains the lattice of ideals of P, we can still conclude from these results

that the (Krull) dimensions of R and P„ are equal. In fact, all the

results contained in [lo] (which includes the above claim) continue

to hold with R (the completion of P) replaced by P„. All the proofs

in that paper, with the exception of Proposition 2 are identical. Prop-

osition 2 can be proved exactly as Lemma 2 to Theorem 30 in [12,

p. 312].
Example. Let P be a semilocal ring and A = Rad P. Define Ri = R,

Ai = A, pi = p and for m>l define Rm=(Rm-.i)llm_1, ^4m = Rad Rm

= (Rad Pm_i)^m_lt and pm = fUer *(Am). If R/Ak is infinite for some

k then we have a strictly increasing (the canonical mapping R/Ah
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—*RJ(Ak),x is one-to-one; it is onto if and only if R/Ak is finite) se-

quence of semilocal rings, each of the same dimension, each with the

same number of maximal ideals, and (Pn, Rm) is a flat couple for all

n, mEI, lûn^m.
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